2-Deoxy-d-glucose: from diagnostics to therapeutics
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ABSTRACT

Glucose is the most common source of cellular energy and a substrate for many biochemical processes. Abnormal glucose signalling has been found in many diseases including cancers and inflammatory diseases. A glucose analog, 2-deoxy-D-glucose (2DG) which interferes with the cellular glucose metabolism has shown promising results both as a diagnostic and therapeutic agent in certain diseased conditions such as cancer, cardiovascular diseases, Alzheimer disease, etc. Viral-infected cells have also been found to increase their glucose uptake and recently Drug Controller General of India (DCGI) has given approval for the therapeutic use of 2DG in managing severe acute respiratory syndrome corona virus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) infection which has received worldwide attention and has been declared a public health emergency of global concern. An attempt has accordingly been made in this article to review the diagnostic and therapeutic potentials of 2-deoxy-glucose with special emphasis on to its implications in SARS-CoV-2.
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INTRODUCTION

The Institute of Nuclear Medicine and Allied Sciences (INMAS), New Delhi, a lab of Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO), in collaboration with its industry partner Dr Reddy’s Laboratories (DRL), Hyderabad, India has very recently announced anti-COVID-19 therapeutic applications of the oral drug 2-deoxy-D-glucose (2-DG).

It is claimed that the drug will be of great benefit due to its effectiveness not only in speedy recovery but also reduced dependence on supplemental oxygen as seen in clinical trials on people suffering from COVID-19. The higher percentage of patients treated with 2-DG revealed reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction (RT-PCR) negative conversion in COVID cases. The Drug Controller General of India (DCGI) based on these results consequently granted approval on 01 May 2021 for emergency use of this drug as adjunct therapy in moderate to severe COVID-19 patients as per the press release of Ministry of Defence, Government of India.1

WHAT IS 2-DEOXY-D-GLUCOSE?

Glucose is the most common source of cellular energy and a substrate for many biochemical processes. 2-DG is an analogue of glucose molecule having 2-hydroxyl group replaced by hydrogen (Figure 1) which prevents it to undergo glycolysis.2, 2-DG act as a D-glucose mimic. It is an anti-metabolite which inhibits glycolysis due to formation and intracellular accumulation of 2-deoxy-D-glucose-6-phosphate (2-DG6P) thereby inhibiting the function of hexokinase, glucose-6-phosphate isomerase and production of adenosine triphosphate (ATP) (Figure 2).3,4 The other molecular processes such as activating adenosine-activated protein kinase (AMPK) causing induction of autophagy; activation of tumor suppressor gene p53 leading to apoptosis; protein N-glycosylation resulting in endoplasmic reticulum (ER) stress are also modulated by 2-DG in addition to inhibition of...
glycolysis. 2-DG is transportable across the blood brain barrier (BBB) similar to D-glucose and quickly taken up into cells by facilitated diffusion mainly through glucose transporters, in particular glucose transporter 1 (GLUT1) and GLUT4.

![Figure 1: Chemical structure of D-glucose and 2-DG, the OH group position is encircled in 2-DG.](image)

2-DG shows potential indications as an adjunct to chemotherapy and radiotherapy in the treatment of solid tumors such as breast, head, neck, lung, pancreas, gastric and lung tumors. 2-DG has been shown to sensitize cancer cells to cytotoxic drugs to which they are resistant when used alone.

Most of the cancers display elevated dependency on aerobic glycolysis, a phenomenon referred as the "warburg effect". Tumor glucose metabolism in particular is a promising target, since it strongly differs from glucose metabolism in normal cells. The non-metabolizable analogues of glucose, like 2-DG has been put forward to be of immense therapeutic use in cancer treatment. It may be because of the fact that 2-DG competitively inhibits glucose transport inhibiting glycolysis leading to energy depletion, hampers glycosylation of certain putative regulatory proteins, cell cycle arrest and, ultimately cell survival. One of the major hurdles, however, in using 2-DG as a chemotherapeutic agent is that it can induce endoplasmic reticulum stress (ER stress). ER stress is a distinctive feature in many solid tumors and the unfolded protein response (UPR) associated with it initiates many survival mechanisms in cancer cells.

A clinical trial demonstrated that 2-DG can be tolerated at a dose of 63 mg/kg/day. The phase I trial to evaluate the safety, pharmacokinetics (PK) and maximum tolerated dose (MTD) recommended that 63 mg/kg/day dose of 2-DG in combination with weekly docetaxel is clinically tolerable dose in patients with advanced solid tumors with no serious side effects or with tolerable adverse effects such as fatigue, sweating, dizziness and nausea. There was no pharmacokinetics interaction between 2-DG and docetaxel. It however at higher doses (63-88 mg%) leads to gastrointestinal bleeding (6%), cardiac side-effects such as prolongation of the Q-T interval (22%) and cancer progression in majority of the cancer patients(66%). This raised doubts on the viability of this reagent for clinical use. However, it was also observed in one of the studies carried on brain tumor patients that most of the side effects of oral administration of 2-DG (up to doses of 250 mg/kg b.w.) are transient and reversible. More studies are nonetheless underway to fully explore the use of 2-DG as chemotherapeutic agent.

2-DG shows great promise as a new anti-epileptic drug, as treatment for epilepsy have investigated the role of glycolysis in the disease. 2-DG in temporal lobe epilepsy represses the overactive brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) gene promoter. It consequently prevents the increased expression of BDNF protein and TrkB receptor (BDNF's receptor) that is observed in epileptic patients.
The study on herpes simplex virus-1 (HSV-1), though a relatively large and complex double stranded DNA virus unlike corona virus, has demonstrated that the production of infectious herpes simplex 1 was reduced 94-98% by growth when exposed to 6 mM 2-DG in vitro in vero cell lines. The HSV-1 when grown in the presence of 2-DG was capable of binding to vero cells almost parallel to control virus. However, the rate as well as amount of penetration was markedly reduced for virus grown with 2-DG than for control virus. The study concluded that modification in the capacity to penetrate the cell surface of virus grown in the presence of 2-DG is a significant factor in the antiviral action of 2-DG.

The study by Passalacqua et al also observed the antiviral effects of 2-DG. The anti-viral effect was accredited to the direct interaction of 2-DG with the murine noroviruses (known to causes gastroenteritis) which inhibited viral entry into host macrophages cells and weakened the high energy demand by inhibition of glycolysis. The study suggested glycolysis as a virulence determinant.

2-DG is known to exert anti-inflammatory effects. 2-DG suppressed immune cell activation and reduced disease severity in an autoimmune model of rheumatoid arthritis. Although there exists several possible therapeutic indications for 2-DG, there is no approved indication for 2-DG as a therapeutic agent so far. It seems that most promising application of 2-DG may be as a synergistic agent in combination with cytotoxic therapies.

2-DG AND SARS-CoV-2

Host cells are highly dynamic systems that can alter their intracellular environment and metabolic behavior, which may be helpful or inhibitory for an infecting virus. Viruses take control of the host cell metabolism so as to have optimal environment for their rapid and efficient replication and transmission. One salient aspect is an augmented uptake of vital nutrients such as glucose to support metabolic signalling, i.e. aerobic glycolysis which is a principal pathway of glucose metabolism and its by-products for biosynthetic reactions.

The inhibition of influenza B virus multiplication, in intact chick embryo inoculated by the allantoic route, with glucose anse metabolite 2-DG was shown long back in 1959 by Kilbourne from Cornell University Medical College, New York. In parallel it was also demonstrated by certain ancillary studies with in vitro systems that the inhibition of influenza multiplication to be reversible with glucose and therefore not related to the damage to the host cells. 2-DG also results in a disruption of rhinovirus (RV) replication in vitro (HeLa cell lines, human fibroblasts) and in vivo (femaleC57BL/6 J mice). RV-infected cells rapidly up-regulate glucose uptake by increasing the expression of the PI3K-regulated glucose transporter GLUT1. The glycolysis inhibition by 2-DG potently impairs rhinovirus replication.

The recent studies by different researchers have shown that inhibition of glycolysis by 2-DG and inhibition of glycolytic enzymes 6-phospho-fructo-2-kinase/fructose-2, 6-bisphosphatase-3 (PFKFB3), a positive regulator of phosphofructokinase-1 (PFK1) and lactate dehydrogenase A (LDH-A) terminates viral replication and cytokine response. This puts glycolysis as a requisite upstream event during SARS-CoV-2 pathogenesis though crucial glycolytic intermediate/final product (s) regulating it are not very well defined. It has been analogously observed that 2-DG blocks SARS-CoV-2 replication in a colon epithelial carcinoma cell line as well.

It is pertinent to note that metabolic transcription factor hypoxia-inducible factor-1α (HIF-1α), is a master regulator of glycolysis which along with its target genes are greatly induced in monocytes infected with SARS-CoV-2. The HIF-1α inhibition or stabilization is known to either block or heighten HIF-1α target genes, viral replication, angiotensin converting enzyme-2 (ACE-2) and cytokines expression in SARS-CoV-2 infected human monocytes under diabetic condition indicating that HIF-1α is vital for elevated glycolysis and thereafter inflammatory responses.

The studies to explore the mechanistic insight into the stabilization of HIF-1α under increased glucose condition concluded that an increase in mitochondrial reactive oxygen species (ROS) due to impaired oxidative metabolism is the cause for HIF-1α stabilization and the pro inflammatory state in SARS-CoV-2 infected monocytes.

The study consequently proposed that SARS-CoV-2 infection boost glycolysis by abnormal production of mitochondrial ROS in monocytes cultured under high glucose concentration. It subsequently results in activation of transcription factor hypoxia-inducible factor-1α (HIF-1α), which warrants the fast replication of the virus. The increased glucose metabolism through aerobic glycolysis, therefore, nurtures viral replication and cytokine production weakening T-cell response and function and induces lung epithelial cell death which may be the cause of diabetic people to be more susceptible to severe COVID 19 infection.

People with COVID-19 have raised pro-inflammatory cytokine IL-1β which in turn is modulated through generation of 3-phosphoglycerate, a by-product of glycolysis. This suggests a direct link between IL-1beta and glucose metabolism which is substantiated by the recent study conducted in mice wherein the inhibition of glycolysis with 2-DG is shown to stop IL-1β induction and to protect against LPS-induced sepsis.

The computer simulation and docking studies by the Patanjali group demonstrated that 2-DG structurally docks well into viral protease 3CLpro and NSP15 endoribonuclease causing the inhibition of SARS-CoV-2 receptors binding to the host cells. This, however, needs further study.
experimental confirmation (Thakur et al). The virus main protease 3CLpro and NSP15 endonuclease are known to take control of the host machinery. The in silico study supported the possible therapeutic benefits of using 2-DG as repurposed drug/pro drug for diminishing the novel COVID-19 infection (Figure 3). This is the first published study that directly evaluates in silico the COVID-19 sites that 2-DG could have important anti-viral activity on.  

The plethora of pharmacological effects of 2-DG such as anti-inflammatory action, inhibition of cellular glycolysis and interaction with viral proteins triggered the possibility of 2-DG to be used as a therapeutic agent for the management of COVID-19 patients. 2-DG lowered the viral load by 1-2 logs in avian corona virus infected cells in vitro at 3 and 10 mM concentration in preliminary experiment conducted in March, 2020 at Pirbright Institute in the UK. The studies exist wherein the potentiality of 2-DG to be used both for diagnostic and therapeutic purposes. The latest studies on 2-DG inhibitory effect on SARS-CoV-2 together with the anti-viral activity of 2-DG previously reported in a number of different virus types as discussed in this article add support to therapeutic applications of the drug 2-DG against SARS-CoV-2 as claimed by INMAS, New Delhi. It is believed that enough care has been taken to test the drug dosage, efficacy and safety profile of 2-DG during the different phases of the clinical trials to help manage the COVID-19 disease keeping in view the ongoing pandemic and its approval for final use on COVID-19 patients as an adjunct therapy.

**CONCLUSION**

We have in recent years seen remarkable progress in research on 2-DG to be used both for diagnostic and therapeutic purposes. The latest studies on 2-DG inhibitory effect on SARS-CoV-2 together with the anti-viral activity of 2-DG previously reported in a number of different virus types as discussed in this article add support to therapeutic
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